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Read books/novels online: The Raven King (all about the game #2) Author/ Author of the book/novel: Nora Sakavic Language: English BN/ASIN:9781301822298Book Information: Foxes are a fractured mess, but their latest disaster could be the miracle they've always needed to come together as a team. The person
standing in his path is Andrew, and the only person who can break through his own personal barriers is Neil. The two do not have much time to come to terms with their situation before outside forces tear them apart. Rico intended to destroy Neil's fragile new life, and the foxes had just suffered collateral damage. Neil's
days are numbered, but he is learning the hard way to fight for what he believes in, and Neil believes in Andrew even if he doesn't believe in himself. Series Book: All about the game series by Nora Sakavicbook by the author: Nora Sakavik Books Chapter ONEIt looked like Halloween outside, just two months too early.
Last week Palmeto State University was covered in orange and white streamers to celebrate the start of the school year. Over the weekend, someone replaced the all-white ribbon with a black ribbon. It gave the impression the campus had been in mourning. Neil Josten thought it was a cheap tribute, but his cynicism
may have been the story. He forgave himself for being messy. When he was 18, he saw more people die than he could comfortably count. Death was unpleasant, but it was a heart-friendly and bearable pain. Seth Gordon's unexpected overdose Saturday night would have meant more to Neil, who had been a teammate
and roommate for three months, but Neil felt nothing. It was most days to keep myself alive. He had no time to stay in the misery of others. Rock music was temporarily filling the silence of the car, burning into life, but it disappeared quickly enough to come. Neil attracted attention from streamers and looked ahead.
Nicholas Nikki Hemmick was quietly cursed, let his hands fall off the dashboard. Neil's cousin, Aaron Minyard, pushed the back of the driver's seat across the back seat. Whether it was an admonition to try to pretend things were ok, or quietly cheering, Neil wasn't convinced. His cousins' relationship was a tangled mess
that he would not live long enough to find out. Nikki reached the radio again. Kevin Day was sitting on a shotgun, so he saw Nikki moving first. He pushed Nikki's hand out and said, okay. Let's go. I didn't want to do this, Nikki was low and miserable. No one answered him, but Neil thought they all agreed. None of them
expected today's practice, but they could only spend too much time when the season was already underway. At least David Wymack was calling them back to court on Wednesday afternoon. Aaron's twin brother, Andrew Minyard, had a weekly therapy session on Wednesday.Generally, Andrew's boisterous mood wasn't
an issue, but Andrew's cheers didn't make him kind at all. Faced with the death of his favorite teammate, an excited Andrew was a recipe for disaster. The team should have come together on Sunday morning to mourn the defeat, but Andrew and Matt were in an ugly fight instead. Wymack then forced the team to
separate. The upper classes moved in with team nurse Abby Winfield, and cousins and Kevin were banished to the dormitory. Neil would have stayed in the dorm, too, but Wymack didn't want him alone in the room he had with Matt and Seth. Instead, Neil spent a few nights sleeping on Wymack's couch. Neil thought
Wymack's concerns were wrong, but he knew better than to argue. Seth passed away on Saturday night and was cremated on Monday afternoon. From what Neil heard, Seth's mother signed everything, but she didn't even show up at the crematorium to collect her son's remains. Alison Reynolds, Seth's off-again off-
again girlfriend and Fox's defensive dealer, kept his jar instead. Neil didn't know if he was going to ask for it or keep it in his dorm room. He wouldn't ask. He did not yet know what role he would have played in Seth's death. He would rather avoid Alison completely until he cleans it up. Alison won't be in practice today, but
others will. Neil had not seen the upper classes since Sunday morning and knew the reunion would be rough. But with only two days left in the second game of the season, we had to somehow join forces. Fox had never had particularly good odds, but it looked dark this year. They were already the smallest team in the
NCAA Class I Exy. Now they were the smallest the team could still deserve to play. They lost their fifth-year senior, and the remaining attackers consisted of injured national champions and amateurs. Orange sparkled at the edges of the peripheral vision. The Exy stadium in palmeto state was hard to miss, built to
accommodate 65,000 fans and painted in the brightest orange and white paint the school could find. Giant fox paws marked each of the four exterior walls. Black ribbons stretched up here: all the lampposts in the parking lot and every one of the twenty-four gates was covered with streamers. The fox's locked entrance
was quietly covered in homage. Photos of Seth and his friends and scribbling notes of teachers were taped to his doorstep. Nikki climbed to the curb but didn't kill the engine. Neil climbed out of the back seat and looked down at the hood of the car to buy a squad car. Kevin's joining the team Full-time security was
needed, but numbers doubled in the summer when Kevin's former team moved to the Southeast. Neil has become accustomed to seeing campus police wherever he goes, but he will always hate their sights. Nikki ran away as soon as Aaron and Kevin came out. There was no point in him changing out for practice yet,
because he had to get Andrew out of Reddine Medical Centre at half-time. Neil watched as the car made its way out of the parking lot to the road before looking at his teammates. It was no secret that Andrew's four-man joe all hated Seth, but Aaron and Nikki were still human because of his sudden death. The reaction to
Kevin's initial news was scoreless, but at the time he was completely wasted. Neil didn't know if he should avoid regret since he was sober. Neil wondered if one of them would cope with the indifference first, but he was just impatient. After 30 seconds and neither moved, Neil abandoned them and went to the fox's
entrance. The code had to be changed every few months, but we changed the code weekly with crows in the Wymack district. This week was the last four digits of Abby's phone number. Neil began to think his teammates were right about Wymack and Abby's invisible relationship. Page 2 They submitted the hallway to
the locker room. The door was unlocked, the lights were inside, but the lounge was empty. Neil went to investigate while Aaron and Kevin settled down. The hallway connects the lounge to the front door, where foxes can speak the media before and after the game. The door to the front door leading to the stadium was
still locked. Neil went back to the hallway where the locker room and office were located. Wymack's office door was closed, but if Neil listened for a moment, Wymack's voice was heard through the trees. No one should be here, so Neil went back to the others. Aaron and Kevin were rearranging furniture when Neil came
in. Neil asked him what he was doing, watching him push his chair and sofa into a V-shape, and Aaron said if he didn't want to stare at an empty chair on his face all season. The number of cushions is the same. Neil said. Four people rarely fit on the sofa. Five things are from the question. Fivekevin looked at him like a
fool. Neil was painfully aware of the look so far, but he still wasn't grateful four months after working with Kevin. You know your place, and you don'tKevin asked. By Saturday night, Neil had never been foolish enough to think he had a place. Andrew promised he could change that, but his protection had a price tag. If Neil
helped, Andrew would protect neil from the past. Keep Kevin in the Palmeto State. It sounded easy enough, but Nikki warned him that there was more to it. Neil had to do so inside Andre's dysfunctional group. He could no longer hide on the fringes. Neil saw and understood the new arrangement of lounges again. This
summer Andrew's four men were all sitting on one couch. Now they could spread three on the couch and two on chairs on either side. The rest of the upper class had sofas and chairs on the other side. Neil always had an outside seat, so he started for the chair at the end, but Aaron sat there first. Neil hesitated for too
long, and Aaron finally spelled it out for him. I'm on the couch with Kevin and Andrew. sit down. I don't like being nailed in a box, Neil said, and I don't want to sit next to your brother. Nikki put up with it for a year. Aaron said. You can handle it. You are his family. Neil said it didn't make sense to them. Wymack recruited
only players from broken homes. Foxhall Court's family was an illusion invented to make books and Hollywood movies more interesting. Neil took aaron's place assigned to him. Kevin sat down after Neil did and put space between them for Andre. Neil wandered around the room again, wondering how the upper classes
would adapt to the new layout. His stare fell on a large schedule hanging over the TV, his stomach said, knotted as he read the list. Friday, October 13, was the day the last-ranked Foxes climbed to no.1 Edgar Allen College against the Crows. It was bound to be a disaster. Wymack's door opened the hallway, but half a
second later the phone started ringing. Wymack didn't bother closing again before answering. From what Neil could hear, someone was teasing Wymack about the team's small lineup. Wymack's apparent irritation was less than conviction, but Neil knew he believed every word he said. Wymack didn't care if he had nine
foxes and twenty-five. He would stand behind them until the bitter bloody end. Wymack was still opening the lounge door when it opened. Captain Daniel Wilde first walked into the room, but her boyfriend Matt Boyd and best friend Renee Walker were right behind him. They only took a few steps into the room before
honing in on the interruption. Dan pointed to Neil but looked at Kevin. That's what Aaron replied. Wymack knocked down his phone. Neil wondered if the argument was really over, or if he hung up using the arrival of more foxes as an excuse. He walked into the lounge a few seconds later and followed Dan's fingers to
Neil. He looked around the room with a new layout, from Neil to Kevin to Aaron, and then Check out Andrew doesn't like you. Wymack said. He still doesn't. Neil said, but he didn't explain. That's interesting. Wymack looked at Neil for one more moment before turning on the upper classes. Let's sit down, you. Wymack
leaned into the entertainment center and waited to settle down. He folded his arms into his chest and studied the foxes one after the other. Abby wrote a speech to you this afternoon. It sounded good, took a lot of courage and stuff for loss coming together at a time of need of everyone. I torrin it and dumped it in the
trash next to my desk. I'm not here to give you a pat with a friendly word on the back. I'm not here to be a woolly shoulder. Get up with Abby or go down to Reddin to talk to Bessie. My job is to be a coach no matter what, to keep you moving and get back on the court whether you're ready to be there or not. That's
probably the bad guy here for me, but we all live with it. Wymack looked at the empty chair opposite him. Palmeto State's Exy team is now in its fifth year. Wymack set up the fox from scratch and picked up Seth to pick up the first starting line. Between the players' personal issues, the wrong original contract for players to
go outside, and the option to graduate in four years instead of five, Seth was the only player in his fifth year with the team. Seth had a lot of things, most of them unpleasant, but he was definitely a fighter. Now he's gone. Gone.
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